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Effect of the focusing magnetostatic field (FMF) profile on the output characteristics
of diffraction radiation oscillator (DRO) is studied experimentally. The laboratory
prototype of the mm range DRO produced in IRE NAS of Ukraine was used in the
research. Peculiarities of the output power, oscillation frequency, starting current and
other DRO characteristics for the cases of the decreasing, sagging and increasing
magnetostatic field along the direction of the electron flow motion were determined.
Prospects for the use of the increasing FMF in DRO are shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The actual problem of microwave electronics is the creation of nonrelativistic
high-stable sources of electromagnetic oscillations in the frequency range
higher than 300 GHz (short-wave range). Diffraction radiation oscillators
(DRO), where the Smith-Purcell radiation of an electron flow (EF) in an
open resonator (OR) with diffraction grating [1-3] is used, are developing in
this direction. Up to now, the experimental investigation of DRO was mainly
performed in the mm range (on the frequencies < 300 GHz) with uniform
focusing magnetostatic field (FMF) [1, 2]. Experimentally established, the
DRO starting current increases with the shortening of the wavelength that
is connected with the increase in the ohmic losses in electrodynamic system
of oscillator and with the decrease in the EF effective thickness 2zmin
/
(2zmin < 0,03 mm for the frequencies > 300 GHz). Actually in the shortwave range the EF thickness in DRO 2zq may exceed several times the value
of 2zmin (2zq > 2zmin, “thick” EF), at the same time the change in shape and
EF structure in the interaction space [4] can substantially influence the
oscillator excitation. Therefore, to create DRO in the short-wave range the
further development of the theory and experimental investigation of such
oscillators is required.
Assumed, the DRO output characteristics with “thick” ribbon EF can be
substantially improved if use the non-uniform FMF [2, 3] for the electron
beam focusing. In particular, in accordance with the aforesaid in IRE NAS
of Ukraine the laboratory prototype of DRO-LMH with the local magnetostatic heterogeneity of the focusing field in the interaction space [5] was
65
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proposed, studied and created. Shown, in DRO-LMH with the flow thickness
of 2zq 1,7 (2zmin) and the current density of 10 A/cm2 in the frequency
range of 56-80 GHz the generation power increases about two times, the
starting current of oscillator decreases, and the long-term frequency stability
is improved by one order in contrast to the case of the uniform FMF.
However, the possibilities of improvement of the DRO output characteristics
by the FMF profiling in the interaction space are poorly studied up to now.
In the paper we present the results of the experimental investigation of
DRO with different FMF profiles on the EF axis; the decreasing, sagging
(symmetric) and increasing FMF along the direction of the electron flow
motion. Prospects for the development of DRO with the increasing FMF
profile are shown.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The laboratory prototype of DRO produced in IRE NAS of Ukraine by
B.K. Skrynnik [1] is studied experimentally. This DRO contains the diode
electron gun of ribbon EF (cross-section is 5 0,2mm2, flow thickness is
2zq 0,2 mm, 2zmin 0,14 mm, the current density is 5-10 A/cm2); spherocylindrical OR with diffraction grating; oscillator operates in the frequency
range f 58-70 GHz at voltages Ua 1600-2500 V. Device is placed between
the round (conic) pole tips (N1, N2) of electromagnet, where non-uniform
magnetostatic field is generated for the flow focusing (Fig. 1a, b).
a

b

Fig. 1 – Experimental setup (a) and the scheme of DRO arrangement in non-uniform
magnetic field between the pole tips of electromagnet (b)

Origin of the rectangular coordinate system XYZ is chosen in the center
of the pole tip N1; the 0Y-axis is directed along the N1N2-axis of the pole
tips (EF); the 0X-axis – along the EF width (parallel to the grating grooves);
the 0Z-axis – along the EF thickness (perpendicular to the grating surface
and parallel to the OR axis). Here we denote: DN is the diameter of magnet
tips; LB is the distance between the tips;
40 mm is the thickness of the
device body along the 0Y-axis; b1 is the distance between the tip N1 and the
left face of the device body (nearby this face inside the device there is the
cathode of the electron gun; yk b1); b2 is the distance between the tip N2
and the right face of the device (electron collector, ykol Lb – b2). Displacing
the device with respect to the symmetry plane y Lb/2 of the magnet to the
left (b1 < b2, z 0, Fig. 1b), to the right (b1 > b2, z 0), downward (z < 0)
or arranging it symmetrically with respect to the pole tips (b1 b2, z 0),
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we can create different profiles of magnetostatic field for the EF focusing.
The value of the magnetic induction | B | between the pole tips is driven by
the electromagnet-coil current. Electromagnet with the device has special
adjusting mechanism, which allows with high accuracy (up to 0,08 min) to
determine the inclination angle
arctg[2zsh/(LB + A)] (in minutes, where
A const 758 mm) of the longitudinal axis N1N2 of the pole tips to the
axial plane z 0 (of ribbon EF); zsh is the displacement of the tips N1, N2
with respect to the plane z 0 (at
degrees rotation) and is determined by
the micrometer.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE DRO FOCUSING MAGNETOSTATIC FIELD
In Fig. 2 we present the experimental (crosses) dependence of the longitudinal
field component By(0,y,0) along the N1N2-axis of electromagnet tips (Fig. 1a),
where the DRO investigation was carried out (LB 82 mm, DN 50,
0);
this dependence is approximated by the theoretical (solid line) curve [4]
By (y)
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where BN is the magnetic induction on the pole tips (y
– Bmin)/BN is the parameter of the FMF non-uniformity.
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Fig. 2 – “Sagging” of the component By(0, y, 0) of magnetostatic field along the N1N2axis of electromagnet tips (Fig. 1a): experiment (crosses), theory (solid line)

It is seen that the field component By on the axis between the pole tips
“sags” with the minimum Bmin 0,29 Ò in the plane y LB/2 with the value
0,275. Experimental measurements show that the “sagging” depth By(y)
increases with the decrease in the tip diameter DN and the increase in the
distance LB between the tips.
Knowing the axial component By of the field B (bx, by, bz), from the solution of the Laplace equation for magnetostatic potential B and the relation
B – grad B, it is easy to determine the field components bx, by, bz and the
lines of force in any point (x, y, z) of the space between the pole tips [4].
In particular, in the paraxial approximation (nearby the 0Y-axis) the force
line projection zB(y, zN) of the vector B (bx, by, bz) on the plane Z0Y and the
values of bz and | Byz | on this line are determined from the relation
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where zN is the initial coordinate of zB(0, zN) on the pole tip N1 of magnet;
stroke denotes the derivative of the y-component.
As seen from (2), in the region z > 0 the curve zB(y) is “convex”, and in
the region z < 0 it is “sagging” relative to the axial plane z 0. In the plane
y LB/2 on the curve zB(y) the values are By Bmin and bz 0, and during
the transmission through this plane the magnetic field reversion (sign reversal of the component bz(ó)) is observed. On the N1N2-axis zN 0, i.e., the
line of force is directed along the 0Y-axis with the field vector B (0, By, 0).
The mean field (1) between the cathode (y yk) and the collector (y ykol)
in the device is found as
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where dkL dk + da + 2a; dkL is the distance between the cathode and the
electron collector; dk is the distance between the cathode and the anode slot;
da is the length of the anode slot (thickness of the anode lath); 2a is the
length of the OR mirror with the grating along the 0Y-axis. If b1 b2 then
(3) defines the mean value of the “sagging” field (1), which is symmetric
with respect to the plane y LB/2 in the range of [yk, ykol] of EF movement;
if b2 LB/2 then it defines the mean value of the decreasing field By in the
range of [yk b1, ykol LB/2], and at b1 LB/2 – of the increasing field By
in the range of [yk LB/2, ykol Lb – b2]. If b1 and b2 LB/2 then in the
range of [yk, ykol] the field By decreases (or increases) with the field minimum Bmin in the plane y LB/2.
Solving the equation of electron motion by the partial region method
with the averaged field By , in the first approximation it is possible to
estimate the level of influence of the parameter on the electron motion
trajectories and the EF structure [4]. In such a way one can obtain the
more exact analy-tical formulas for the electron motion trajectories in nonuniform FMF, if present the field (1) as the staircase function in the
equation of electron motion
By (y)
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is the length of the field stair; N is the number of

f (y)dy is the mean of function f(y) on the n-th stair;

G(y) is the unit function, which is equal to 1 in the range of [yn, yn+1] and
0 outside of this range; c is the cyclotron electron wavelength in the
averaged field By .
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In Fig. 3 we present curves, which show the general view of the boundary
electron motion trajectories in the Z0Y-plane nearby the grating surface
with non-uniform field (4). Trajectories were calculated at the following
values:
0,1; 0,3 for EF with the parameters: Sk 5 0,2 mm2 is the flow
cross-section on the cathode; 2zq 0,2 mm is the flow thickness; BN 0,4 T;
Ua 2500 V; j 10 A/cm2 is the current density from the cathode (analytical theory and study of the EF formation in the interaction space between
DRO and non-uniform field (4) will be considered in another work).

Fig. 3 – Projection of the electron motion trajectory in the Z0Y-plane nearby the
surface of OR mirror with the grating in non-uniform field (4) with non-uniformity
parameters
0,1; 0,3

As seen from Fig. 3, during the electron motion in the decreasing field
By (b1 < y < Lb/2) the wavelength and the pulsation amplitude of electron
trajectory increase, and in the increasing field (Lb/2 < y < b2) they decrease;
as a result in the decreasing field electrons approach to the grating surface,
and in the increasing one they move away from the grating. Obviously, these
changes in the electron motion trajectories can lead to the increase or
decrease in the interaction efficiency between the EF and the resonator field
of DRO. This is confirmed by the performed experimental investigations.
4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
We experimentally investigate DRO in the cases when it is placed in the
decreasing field By (0 < y < LB/2); in the sagging field (b1 b2; – b1 + LB/2 <
< y < (LB – b1)) and in the increasing one (LB/2 < y < LB). Depending on the
device arrangement in the field By, we conditionally denote the following:
DRO(A) – device with the sagging (symmetric) FMF profile; according
to the curve in Fig. 2 in this oscillator the EF focusing is realized
by the relatively low magnetostatic field By, which in the area of the
anode-collector has the boundary parameters By(ya) By(ykol) 0,32 T;
Bmin 0,29 T; À 0,094; b1 b2 20 mm;
DRO(B) – with the decreasing profile of the field By with the boundary
parameters By(ya) 0,4 T; By(ykol) 0,29 T; Á 0,275; b1 0; b2 40 mm;
DRO(C) – with the increasing profile of the field By with the boundary
parameters By(ya) 0,29 T; By(ykol) 0,4 T; Á 0,275; b1 40; b2 0 mm.
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We experimentally study the output characteristics of DRO(A, B, C), namely,
the generation power (P0 P/Pmax), electron frequency tuning within the generation zone, starting current (Is I/Is,min) and other characteristics at different values of , BN, Ua. Some investigation results are presented in Fig. 47 in the case of the single-mode oscillation excited in the DRO resonator.
a

b

Fig. 4 – Effect of the FMF profile on the DRO excitation within the generation zones
with respect to the voltage Ua (a) and the angle (b)

In Fig. 4 for DRO(A, B, C) we show the dependences of the power P0 on
the accelerating voltage Ua within the generation zone: DRO(A) – the curve
1 at the values b1 b2 20 mm; DRO(B) – the curves 2 and 3 correspond to
the values b1 10 mm; b2 30 mm and b1 0 mm, b2 40 mm; DRO(C) –
the curves 4 and 5 correspond to the values b1 30 mm, b2 10 mm and
b1 40 mm, b2 0 mm; here BN 0,4 T; f0 52,083 GHz and
5,76 mm
are the oscillation frequency and the wavelength at Ua 2050 V, respectively; if Ua changes in the generation zone, the adjustment of the angle on
the maximum power P0 is executed; Pmax 500 mW.
As follows from the analysis of Fig. 4a and other experimentally obtained
results:
in DRO(A, B, C) the physical principles of oscillation excitation within
the generation zone with respect to the voltage keep: the soft oscillation mode in the beginning of this zone and the hard mode of oscillation suppression (Ua U1); the oscillation excitation in the end of the
generation zone (Ua U1 – Ua), where Ua is the hysteresis loop width [6];
in DRO(A) the change in the output power (curve 1, Fig. 4a) versus
the voltage Ua in the generation zone is almost the same as in DRO
with uniform B0 [1]. However, DRO(A) operates at lower FMF with the
starting value Bstart 0,29 T, while in uniform field Bstart 0,38-0,4 T;
in DRO(B) with the increase of the field downhill slope in the direction
of EF motion the power and the width of the generation zone increase,
the hysteresis loop width Ua decreases, and here the maximum value
of P0 in the generation zone (curve 3) does not exceed the maximum
power of DRO(A) (curve 1). Comparison of the curves 1 and 3 gives
that the hysteresis loop width Ua of DRO(A) (curve 1) substantially
exceeds the value of Ua of the curve 3, i.e., DRO(B) within the hard
mode of oscillation suppression (Ua U1) is started at the negligible
decrease in the voltage U1;
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in DRO(C) the increase in the generation power (curve 4) as compared
with DRO(A, B) (curves 1 and 3) is observed; and here, as in DRO(B),
the hysteresis loop width Ua decreases in the generation zone. So, in
DRO it is promising to use the increasing FMF in the direction of EF
motion to increase the generation power.
Dependences in Fig. 4b represent the peculiarities of the output power (P0)
change in DRO(A, B, C) versus the angle
at the parameters Ua 2050 V;
BN 0,4 T;
5,76 mm. Analysis of these curves show:
electromagnetic oscillations in DRO(A, B, C) are excited in a certain
of the angle change; the value of
range
2 – 1 defines the
width of the generation zone with respect to the angle , where 1 and
2 are the boundary values of the angles of the beginning and suppression of oscillations in the generation zone;
change in the FMF profile leads to the displacement of the optimal
value of the angle
opt for the maximum generation power and to
of the generation zone;
the change in the width
DRO(C) (the increasing FMF) has more narrow zone
and the increased
generation power (curve 4, Fig. 4b) than in DRO(A, B) (curves 1 and 2
in Fig. 4b);
in DRO(A, B, C) the hysteresis with respect to the angle , where
is the hysteresis loop width, is found in the beginning of the genera).
tion zone (
1 –
In Fig. 5 for DRO(A) with the parameter
0,01 (quasi-homogeneous field,
Bmin BN) we present the dependences of the output power P0 and the shift
F f – f0 of the oscillation frequency f on the FMF (BN) at different angles ;
here f0 52,083 GHz; curves 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the values
7,849,
8,531, 9,943, 11,355, respectively. As seen, the device operates at the magnetic field B > Bstart 0,42 T; at first, for the given
with the increase in
B up to the value Bopt the increase in the output power up to the maximum
value Pmax and the decrease of the oscillation frequency shift F are observed,
and then at B > Bopt – the decrease in P0 and slight change in F. Maximum
power in oscillator is achieved at the value
9,943 (curve 3), which approximately corresponds to the angle opt in Fig. 4. Note, in the theory of DRO [1]
the output power P0 is proportional to Pa( c), and the frequency shift F is
determined by the relation F f0Pr( c)/(2QPa( c)), where Q is the OR qualityfactor; Pa( c) and Pr( c) are, respectively, the active and the reactive components of the interaction power between the EF and the OR electromagnetic
field nearby the grating surface; c is the cyclotron angle of electron transit
into the resonator field. Therefore, observed in Fig. 4,5 changes in P0 and F
are explained by the variation of the interaction power between the EF and
the OR electromagnetic field under the increase of magnetostatic field. Practically, with the change in BN (or Ua) the adjustment of the angle
on the
maximum generation power is executed; as a result we obtain the smooth
curves of the dependences of P0 and F on BN with the “saturation” P0 Pmax
in the “roll-off” region of the curves 1-3 in Fig. 5 at B > Bopt (for the first
time the possibilities of “alignment” of the dependence of P on magnetic
field B by the inclination angle in DRO are shown in [7]).
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Fig. 5 – Dependences of the output power and the frequency in DRO(A) on the
magnetic field ÂN at different angles ; curves 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to
7,849,
8,531, 9,943, 11,355, respectively

In Fig. 6 for DRO(A) we present the dependences of the starting current
is Is/Is,min (curve 1), power Ð0 (curve 2), coefficient Ki Ikol/Ik of the EF
transmission to the collector (curve 3) on the normalized angle / opt; curve 4
is the theoretical one for is in the averaged field (3) calculated with analytical
formulas [8]; here we denoted: Is,min is the minimum of the starting current;
Ikol is the collector current; Ik is the cathode current. If
0 then EF
moves parallel to the grating plane without electron precipitation on its
surface; at
1 – the “weak” electron precipitation in the beginning of
the generation zone; at
2 – the “strong” EF precipitation in the end of
the generation zone. Comparison of the curves 1 and 4 gives satisfactory fit
of the theory and experiment for the starting current, and in this case the
optimal value of the angle opt for the power Ð0max does not coincide with
the optimal angle îi for Is,min (in the given case opt 1,1 îi). Besides, in
(Fig. 4b and Fig. 6) the
the generation zones with respect to the angle
evident asymmetry of the curves Ð0 and is relative to the angle opt is
observed; and in the generation zone of DRO(A) (curve 1, Fig. 4b) the value
opt is shifted to the left (to the beginning of the generation zone,
1),
and on the curves 1, 2 and 4 (Fig. 6) it is shifted to the right, to the end of
the generation zone (
2).
Analysis shows that the change in symmetry and shape of the generation
zones with respect to the angle
in DRO(A, B, C) is mainly determined by
the conditions of EF input into the interaction space of oscillator (“spot” 2r
on the grating surface of electromagnetic oscillation excited in OR; r is the
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spot radius, [1]). In particular, in Fig. 7 we present the photo of the trail of
the electron precipitation on the grating surface of DRO(A) in the case of
opt, which is obtained in the laboratory prototype of oscillator with the
demountable design (here the field value Bmin is nearby the axial plane
y yor LB/2 of oscillator). Established that DRO(A) has maximum power
when electrons precipitate mainly on the surface of the OR mirror with the
grating on the anode side of the electron gun (ya < y < yor) and slightly – on
the second part of the grating surface on the collector side (yor < y < ykol).

Fig. 6 – Effect of the angle opt in DRO with the sagging (symmetric) profile of
FMF on the starting current Is (curve 1), the output power P0 (curve 2) and the
coefficient Ki of the EF transmission to the collector (curve 3); curve 4 is the
theoretical one for the starting current

In DRO(B) the optimal conditions of the EF precipitation on the grating
surface substantially depend on the downhill slope of the field By and the
value of the non-uniformity parameter (in such oscillator the field value
Bmin is shifted relative to the plane y yor towards the electron collector). In
0,2-0,3, Fig. 2, 3) electrons precipitate
particular, at “large” values of (
on the grating in the range yor < y < ykol, and as a result the “dark” and the
“light” luminescence regions of the trail of electron precipitation in Fig. 7
will change places; at small values of the parameter (
0,1-0,15) electrons
precipitate along the whole grating length (the “clinotron” conditions [8, 9]).
Anode (y

ya)

Collector (y

ykol)

Fig. 7 – Photo of the trail of the electron precipitation on OR mirror with the grating
in DRO(A) in the case of the maximum output power (
opt; curve 2, Fig. 6)
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In DRO(C) the field value Bmin is shifted towards the plane y ya of the
electron gun anode. Therefore here in the optimal conditions (
opt) electrons
precipitate mainly on the surface of OR mirror on the anode side, but in the
smaller region (ya < y< yor – r) than in Fig. 7, and slightly – in the interaction space 2r, since in the direction of EF motion the pulsation amplitude
of the motion trajectory of boundary electrons decreases (Fig. 3). It is important to note that in the case of the “thick” EF the electron layer of the thickness of 2zmin is the most effective one in DRO(C), that decreases the conversion efficiency of the device. However, the efficiency of use of the “thick” EF
in this device can be substantially increased, if introduce the local magnetostatic heterogeneity of the field [5] into the interaction space. Discovered in
DRO(C) phenomena of the generation power increase (Fig. 4) in the conditions of the “weak” electron precipitation in the interaction space (surface of
the microperiodic grating) indicate the prospects for the development of this
oscillator in the frequency range higher than 300 GHz.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The output characteristics of three DRO modifications, which differ by the
FMF profile: DRO(A) – with the sagging (symmetric) field, DRO(B) – with
the decreasing field, DRO(C) – with the increasing magnetostatic field in the
direction of EF motion are experimentally studied. The new phenomena are
discovered and the specific peculiarities of the DRO output characteristic
change on the FMF profile are established:
With the change of the FMF profile the typical for DRO conditions of
oscillation excitation within the generation zone with respect to the
voltage keep: (1) – the soft oscillation mode in the beginning of this
zone and the hard mode of oscillation suppression; (2) – the oscillation
excitation in the end of the generation zone.
The FMF profile change in DRO can lead to the substantial decrease in
the hysteresis loop width in the generation zone with respect to the
voltage in the region of the hard oscillation mode.
Electromagnetic oscillations in DRO(A, B, C) are excited in a certain
range
of the inclination angle
change (the axial force line angle
of FMF to the axial plane of ribbon flow); in the generation zone with
respect to the angle
the hysteresis effect is discovered, which is
observed in the beginning of the generation zone in conditions of the
minimum electron precipitation on the grating surface.
In DRO with the sagging FMF profile the starting value of magnetostatic field decreases in comparison with the uniform field.
Effect of the generation power increase in DRO with the increasing
FMF profile at the minimum EF precipitation on the grating surface
(the interaction space) is discovered.
Investigation results imply about the prospects for the development of
DRO with non-uniform FMF in the frequency range higher than 300 GHz.
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